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Abstract. In this note we consider the question of what ele-

ments S in the spectrum of a bounded operator A on Hilbert space

have the property that there is a multiplicative linear functional 0

on the C*-algebra generated by A and I whose value at A is S. If

A is hyponormal then there is a character <j> on the C*-algebra

generated by A and / such that (f>(A) = S if and only if S is in the

approximate point spectrum of A. We use this to prove a struc-

ture theorem for the C*-algebra generated by a hyponormal op-

erator. We conclude by proving that any pure state on a Type I C*-

algebra is multiplicative on some maximal abelian C*-subalgebra.

Let A be an operator in B(H), the set of bounded operators on a

Hilbert space H. Let C*(A) be the C*-subalgebra of B(H) generated

by A and the identity. By a character on a C*-algebra we mean a

multiplicative linear functional. We will investigate the existence

of characters on C*(A). Let sp(^4) denote the spectrum of A. The

author began this research after learning that William Arveson had

proved the following: If 5£sp(^4) is such that ||^4|| = | S[, then there

is a character </> on C*(A) such that 4>(A) = 8. We independently prove

this result at the end of this note. We denote by a(A) the approximate

point spectrum of A ; i.e., a(A) is the set of scalars 5 for which there is

a sequence (x„) of unit vectors in H such that (A — 8I)xn converges

to zero in norm. Let p(A) denote the set of eigenvalues of A. See

[6, §31] for facts about spectra.

Proposition   1.   Let A(EB(H). Then

a(A) = {5G sp(A):C*(A)(A - 81) ^ C*(A)}.

Proof. First let 5£a(v4), then A— 81 is not bounded below. If I

were in C*(A)(A — SI), then we would have I = D(A— 81) for some
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DEC*(A), and for xEH, \\x\\ ̂ \\D\\ \\(A -8I)x\\ ; hence A-8I
would be bounded below. Thus I(£C*(A)(A — 81). Conversely,

suppose 5 is such that C*(A)(A — 8I)?±C*(A). Then there is a pure

state <j> on C*(A) such that C*{A){A — 81) is contained in K(4>),

where K{<j>) = |j3€C*(i):</.(5*S)=o}, [3, 2.9.5]. If we had 8<£a(A),
then A— 81 would be bounded below and there would exist m>0

such that m2I^(A-8I)*(A-8I). But 4>((A -SI)*(A -51)) = 0, so
m24>(I) = 0, but this is a contradiction. Hence 8£.a(A).

The next two corollaries say roughly that to compute the approxi-

mate point spectrum of an element we can use any C*-algebra con-

taining the element.

Corollary 2. Let &£sp(A). Then if IEB(H)(A-8I), we also

haveIEC*(A)(A-8I).

Proof. If I = D(A-8I) for some DEB(H), then as above (A -81)

is bounded below so 8(£a(A), and by the proposition C*(A)(A —81)
= C*(A).

Corollary 3. Let AEB(H). Then

a(A) = {5 G sp(A):B(H)(A - 81) * B(B)}.

For facts about irreducible representations see [3, §2].

Corollary 4. If 8(Ea(A), then there exists a pure state <j> on C*(A)

such that ir^,(A)^ = 8^, where ir^, is the irreducible representation in-

duced by (j>, with canonical cyclic vector %$.

Proof. If 8£a(A), then C*(A)(A-8I)^C*(A); so there is a pure

state 4> on C*(A) such that C*(A)(A-8I)CK(4>). Then A+Kft)
= 81+K(<j>), so w^(A)^ = 8^.

Corollary 5. If 8(£a(A), then 8(£a(ir(A)) for any representation tt

of C*(A) on a Hilbert space. {We assume t(I)=I.)

Proof. If 8(£a(A), then I = D(A-8I) for some DEC*(A), so

ir(I) = I = ir(D)(Tr(A)-81). Hence 8$a(ir(A)).

For facts about the universal representation see [3, 2.7.8].

Corollary 6. Let 7r0*. C*(A)—>B(H0) be the universal representation

of C*(A). Then a(A)=p(iro(A))=o(ir0(A)) and a(A*)=p{ira(A*))

= a(ir0(A*)).

Proof. First note that by Proposition 1, a(A) depends only on

C*(A) and hence a(A)=a(ir0(A)). But by Corollary 4, a(A)Cp(iro(A))
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Ca(TT0(A))=a(A).    So    a(A)=p(7r0(A))=a(w0(A)).    Since    C*(A)

= C*(A*), we also have a(A*) =p{ira{A*)) =a(ir0(A*)).

The conclusion of Corollary 6 holds if we take for ir0 the atomic

representation of C*(A); i.e., the direct sum of all irreducible repre-

sentations [5, p. 388].

Proposition 7. Let AE.B(H) and 5Gsp(^4). Then there is a pure

state <f> on C*(A) such that 4>(A) = 8.

Proof. First suppose 5£a(yl) and let $ be a pure state on C*(A)

such that C*(A)(A-8I)CK(cj>). Then <f>(A) = 8. If 8&a(A), then
A—81 does not have dense range and A* —81 is not one-to-one. So

8(E.a(A*) and as above there is a pure state <j> on C*(A) such that

4>{A*) = 8, or <f>(A) = 8.

Proposition 8. If AE.B(H) and <j> is a character on C*(A), then

<t>(A)Ea(A).

Proof. Clearly A — <^(^4)/G^)~1(0), which is a proper two-sided

ideal of C*(A). So 4>(A)£sp(A). Also C*(A)(A -<t>(A)I)C(t>~\0)
?±C*(A), so by Proposition 1, <t>(A)Ea(A).

Proposition 9. Let A (E.B(H) and let 5£a(4) be such that {A —57)

■(A*-8I)£Ni(A*-8I)(A-8I) for some N>0. Then there exists a

character <£ on C*(A) such that <t>(A) = 8.

Proof. By the Radon-Nikody^m theorem for operators [4], there

exists an operator D(EB(H) such that A—8I=(A* — 8I)D, or

A*-8I = D*(A-8I). Hence B(H)(A*-8I)CB(H)(A -81). Since
8^a(A), B(H)(A—8I) is a proper left ideal by Corollary 3. Hence

there is a pure state <j> on B(H) such that B (H) (A * — 81) C

B(H)(A -8I)CK(<j>). Then for all B£B(H) we have <j>(BA*) =<$>(B)8
=<}>{B)4>{A*) and <t>(BA)=<j>(B)(l)(A). Hence if M(A, A*) is any
monomial in A and A *, we have thatcj>(M(A,A*)) = M(<j>(A),<j>(A*)).

Hence 0 is a character on C*(A) and <p(A) = 5.

An operator A on H is called hyponormal if AA*^A*A. If A is

hyponormal, then A — 81 is also hyponormal for all scalars 5. Then as

an immediate corollary of Proposition 9 we have

Corollary 10. Let A£;B(H) be hyponormal. Then for all 8^a{A),

there exists a character <j> on C*(A) such that <t>(A) = 8.

Corollary 11. Let A E.B(H) be hyponormal. Let S be the set of all

nonzero characters on C*(A). Let J = n{0-1(O):^G5}. Then C*(A)/I

is isomorphic to the C*-algebra of continuous complex-valued functions

on a(A).
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Proof. By Corollary 10, S is nonempty. So / is a closed two-sided

ideal, and C*(A)/I is a C*-algebra with identity which is clearly

commutative. So C*(A)/I is isomorphic to C(X) for some compact

Hausdorff space X. But C*(A)/I is singly generated by the normal

element A+I, hence X = sp(A+I) = [<f>(A-\-I):4> is a character of

C*{A)/I). Let t:C*(A)^C*(A)/I be the natural projection. Then

clearly the map $—»0 o w is a bijection between the set of characters

on C*(A)/I and the set 5 of characters on C*(A). So 1= {<I>(A):

<t>ES}. Then by Corollary 10, a(A)QX and by Proposition 8,

XCa(A). So X = a(A).
In certain cases, Corollary 10 may be used to compute the approxi-

mate point spectrum of an operator. For example, consider the dis-

crete Cesaro operator on I2 [2 ], Co, given by

(C0x)(n) = l/(n + l)(x0 + xi+ • ■ ■ + xn),       for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where x = (xo, xj, x%, ■ ■ ■ ) is in I2. Brown, Halmos, and Shields [2]

proved that ||C0|| =2, sp(C0)= {8:11—8| ^1}, the point spectrum of

Co is empty, and C0 is hyponormal. Computing the approximate point

spectrum of Co directly seems somewhat difficult, but using Corollary

10 we can show that a(C0) = {8:11 —8| =l}. If 11 — 8| =1, then 8 is
in the boundary of sp(C0), so S£a(C0) [7, Problem 63]. Conversely

let 8£a(Co), then there is a character <j> on C*(Co) such that0(Co) = 8.

Now it is known and easily shown that Co-\-C0 —CoC0 =Do is a

diagonal operator with diagonal 1, 1/2, 1/3, • • • and is hence com-

pact. Now if an operator A commutes with Co and Co, then A com-

mutes with Do and is thus a diagonal operator. Also, it is easily seen

that the only diagonal operator commuting with Co is a scalar, so A is

a scalar, and Co is hence irreducible. Thus by [3, 4.1.10] C*(C0) con-

tains the compact operators on I2. But then <j> is a character on the

simple C*-algebra of compact operators on I2, so <£ vanishes on the

compacts. Thus

*(Co) +Wo) ~  | *(Co) |2 = <t>(D0) = 0.

If </>(Co) has real part a and imaginary part b, this becomes 2a —a2 —b2

= 0, or (a — l)2+b2 = \. Hence 4>{Co) =8 is on the circle of radius 1 and

center (1, 0), so |l-S| =1. So a(C0) ={8:11-S| =l}.
We remark that the converse of Proposition 9 is not true: Let

(en)o be the canonical orthonormal basis in I2 and define a weighted

shift DEB(l2) by Den = 8nen+U where S2„= (1/2)2" for w^0 and S2k+i

= (l/3)2"+1 for w^0. Then D*(x0, xi, • ■ • ) = (80X1, 8^, 82x3, • • • )

and  DD*{xo,  Xi, • • • ) = (0,   S^ci,   8\x2, ■ ■ ■),   D*D(xa,  xi, ■ ■ ■) =
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(5qXo, 82yxi, ■ ■ ■ ). Suppose there existed an iV>0 such that DD*

£NWD. Then 8j^N*8]+1 for all j'^0. But o2„/52n+1= (3/2)2»3,

which is unbounded. So there does not exist N>0 such that DD*

£N*D*D. If D*D£N*DD* then ||Zte|| £JV||l>**j| for all xEl'- But
D*e0 = 0 while Deo^O. So there does not exist TV such that D*D

^N^DD*. Now DD* is clearly compact, so D is compact. By [7,

Problem 151 ] D is irreducible, so by [3, 4.1.10] C*(D) is just the

scalars plus the compacts. The projection ir of C*(D) onto C*(D)

modulo the compacts is then a character and ir(D) = 0. This shows

that the converse of Proposition 9 is true for neither D nor D*.

To prove Arveson's result (Proposition 13 and Corollary 14) we

need the following lemma [9, p. 8].

Lemma 12. If T£B(H) is such that || T\\ ̂  1 and x€zH is such that

Tx = x, then T*x = x.

Proof. Since Tx = x, we have (x, T*x) = (Tx, x)=\\x\\i. Hence

||* - T*x\\2 = ||x||2 - (*, T*x) - (T*x, x) + \\T*x\\2

= |M|2-2 ReO, T*x) + \\T*x\\2 = ||a:||2-2||x||2 + ||r*x||2

= ||r**H2-1|*||2^ o.

So x — T*x.

Proposition 13. Let A(£B(H) be such that ||.<4||^1 and suppose

lGsp(4). Then there exists a character <f> on C*{A) such that 4>(A) = 1.

Proof. Since 1 is in the boundary of sp(A), we have l£a(^4). Let

7r0: C*{A)—>B(H0) be the universal representation. Then by Corollary

6 we have a(A)=p(ir0(A)) = a(ir0(A)). Hence KEP(tto(A)) and there

is an x€zHo such that iro(A)x=x. Then by the lemma tto(A*)x = x.

Then if wx is the vector state associated with x, we have for

M(tt0(A), tto(A*)) any monomial in iro(A) and 7r0(^4*),

wx(M(*a(A), t0(A*))) = Jf(l, 1).

Hence o>x is a character on iro(C*(A)), so cox0 7To is a character on

C*(A) aadaxoira(A)=\\x\\* = l.

Corollary 14. Let A be a nonzero element of B(H) and suppose there

is a 5£sp(^4) such that \\A\\ = | 5|. Then there is a character <j> on C*(A)

such that <j>(A) = 8.

Proof. Consider B = 8~lA and use Proposition 13.

We briefly consider an unrelated C*-algebra problem first raised

by Kadison and Singer [8]. Let 4> be a pure state on a C*-algebra A.
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Is <f> multiplicative on some maximal abelian subalgebra of A ? Aarnes

and Kadison [l ] have proved this for separable C*-algebras. Another

result along this line is

Proposition 15. Let A be a C*-algebra with identity such that every

irreducible representation of A contains the compact operators. If <f> is a

pure state of A, then there is a maximal abelian C*-subalgebra B of A

such thai <j>\B is multiplicative.

Proof. Let A0 = K(<t>)r\K(<t>)* = {aEA :<t>(a*a) =<f>(aa*) =0}.

Then A o and tt^A 0) are C*-algebras, where ic^, is the irreducible repre-

sentation induced by 4>. We have 7r^(^40) = {■w^{a):Tv^{a)^=ir4>{a*)^<t>

= 0, aEA }. Let [if*] be the one-dimensional subspace spanned by {«,.

If [£«] =-H*> then 7T0 is one-dimensional, <f> is multiplicative and hence

we may take B to be any maximal abelian C*-subalgebra of A. So we

may assume [^]x5^0. Let xEB{H$) be the projection onto [^]x.

Then 1— x is a compact operator on H^, and hence by hypothesis

1— x is in ir^{A). So xEtt^A) and x = 7r^,(a0) for some OoG^4, and

since 7r^,((a0+o0)/2) =x we may assume that a0 is selfadjoint. Then

7r*(flo)?« = 0, so aoEAo- Then let B0 be a maximal abelian C*-sub-

algebra of A0 containing a0- Let B = B0 + Ce, where e is the identity,

then B is a C*-subalgebra of A and <p is multiplicative on B since

4>\Bo — 0. We show that B is maximal abelian in A. Let d be a self-

adjoint element of A which commutes with B. Then ir^d) commutes

with ir^(ao)=x. So [^]x reduces ir^d) and 7r^,(rf)([^])C [£#]. So

Tr^(d)^ = 8^4, for some scalar 8, and 8 is real since d is selfadjoint. Then

Tr*i(d — Se)^ = 0, so d — 8eEA0. But d — 8e commutes with B0, so

d — 8eEBo since -Bo is maximal abelian in Ao, and hence dEB. Thus

B is maximal abelian in A.

Added in proof. The conclusion of Proposition 15 remains true

if 0 is a pure state on any C*-algebra A such that the associated repre-

sentation 7i> is nonzero on the unique largest postliminal ideal of A

(see [3, 4.3.6] for the definition of this ideal).
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